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Introduction
Since the late 1960s, numerous new religious movements have developed in
Western societies, particularly in the United States.  Many were influenced by Eastern
religious traditions such as Buddhism and Hinduism.  Similar religious phenomena
have prospered in Japan since the late 1970s.  Many Eastern spiritual leaders such as
Rajneesh, Krishnamurti, Gurdjieff, and Sai Baba have been introduced in Japan as part
of the contemporary Western youth culture in general and the American counterculture
in particular.  Although their doctrines vary, relatively well-educated young Japanese in
their twenties and thirties find appropriate spiritual expressions through participating in
these groups.  There are many similarities between the religious trends in contemporary
Japanese society and those in other highly modernized societies.
In this paper, I explore the processes of people’s spiritual seeking as they participate
in new religions.  More specifically, I focus on the Japanese members of the Osho
Rajneesh Movement and analyze their value changes in the process of conversion.
The Osho Rajneesh Movement, one of the representative new religious movements,
was established by Osho Rajneesh (1931–1990) in India around 1970 (Osho had been
known as Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh until 1989).  This movement has spread to advanced
industrial societies, attracting people especially from the United States, Germany,
England, Italy, and Japan.  The Osho Rajneesh Movement was introduced into Japan
in the mid-1970s; the first meditation center was opened in 1975, and the first
translation of Rajneesh’s book appeared in 1977.  More than sixty books by Rajneesh
have been translated into Japanese, and his best-seller has sold as many as 50,000
copies.  There are more than 3,000 disciples of Rajneesh in Japan today.
What types of attractions do the teachings of Rajneesh have for some Japanese people?
How have the members’ values changed through their commitment to the movement?
As part of my dissertation, I explored the value transformations experienced by
Japanese members of Rajneesh in the process of becoming disciples.1) I conducted in-
depth interviews with forty members in seven cities in Japan in 1994. Since then I have
continued to follow their lives.  In this paper, I present partial findings of my research.
Value Transformation among Disciples
In exploring the informants’ value changes before and after initiation, I learned that
the members experienced three distinctive perspectives: (1) the modern perspective
(before initiation); (2) the new spirituality perspective (for several years after initiation,
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or the fluctuation period); and (3) the rediscovery of tradition perspective (beginning
several years after initiation, or the stability period).  Although each individual passed
through these value orientations somewhat differently, depending upon his or her
commitment to the movement, there are some basic characteristics in each stage.
The Modern Perspective—Before Initiation
I will first examine the members’ value orientation before interacting with the Osho
Rajnessh Movement.  Before initiation. most of the informants first read Rajneesh’s
books and were strongly impressed by his messages.  Then they went to the meditation
centers in Japan and interacted with other members.  The informants’ responses
indicated that reading Rajneesh’s books is one of the most crucial turning points in
becoming a disciple.  In exploring what parts of Rajneesh’s messages appealed to my
informants, I found that certain recurrent topics, such as those in the following
statements by Rajneesh, attracted preconverts.
Don’t choose, live life as it comes—float.  Don’t make any effort to reach anywhere.
Don’t move towards a goal; enjoy the moment in its totality and don’t be bothered
by the future or the past.2)
The ambitious mind is never here, he is always on the go.  How can you love a
running man?  He is always in a race, in a competition; he has no time....Ambition
will never be fulfilled.  It is not the nature of it to be fulfilled.3)
Many informants were impressed with these messages because they conveyed ideas
that were totally different from the perspectives they had developed through schooling
and parental training.
The informants’ impressions of Rajneesh’s books help one to understand some aspects
of their previous perspective.
Before I read Osho’s books, I thought I had to work hard and accomplish something
in order to be happy.  I couldn’t escape such an idea. (male informant, initiated at
age 28 in 1980)
The most impressive message that I received from Osho’s books was ‘Knowledge
is a burden.’  Before reading his books, I thought I would be able to understand
the meaning of life if I studied hard.  But Osho said the opposite thing: ‘Drop the
knowledge, or you will miss the mystery of life.’ (male informant, initiated at age
20 in 1988)
Osho’s message, ‘to be in tune with the existence,’ was totally opposite to what I
learned in my life.  I was educated [to believe] that here is the trivial self, and once
you reach a certain point in the future, you will obtain a better self.  His teaching,
‘Be here and now joyously without bothering about your future’ had a tremendous
impact on me. (female informant, initiated at age 24 in 1989)
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Before they read Rajneesh’s books, the informants seem to have been constrained by
the perspective that is predominant among university-educated middle-class people.  I
call it the “modern” perspective.  The “modern” perspective emphasizes the accumulation
of skills and knowledge, accomplishments in the future, and the denial of the present
self for the purpose of attaining a more complete self.  This perspective can be
characterized as future-oriented, achievement-oriented, and rational, which is the
dominant perspective in contemporary Japanese society.
On the other hand, the informants were attracted to such messages as “Discard your
knowledge,” “Do not try to think about your future success,” and “Accept your self as
it is without bothering about future accomplishments.”  Rajneesh’s thoughts can be
described as present-oriented, self-acceptance, and affective.  This is an alternative
perspective that preconverts attempted to gain through participating in the Osho
Rajneesh Movement.
The New Spirituality Perspective—For Several Years After Initiation
Next I will explore the disciples’ lives for the first several years following initiation.
After reading books of Rajneesh, informants visited meditation centers in Japan.  Then
they visited Poona Ashram in India, where they were initiated.  After returning to Japan
from India, the informants generally worked part-time and changed their residences
frequently.  By doing so, informants attempt to realize new values that emphasize
present-oriented, self-acceptance, and affective, which can be called the “new spirituality”
perspective.  This value orientation is closely tied to the importance of self-transformation.
I illustrate a concrete case.  Purva (male informant, initiated at age 21 in 1980), one
of my informants, for example, went to Poona just before graduating from a university.
Because he had been hired by a business corporation, he returned to Japan in late
March 1980.  However, he quit his job within two months.
I don’t remember exactly what I did in the company because I worked less than
two months....I wasn’t sure what to do next after quitting the job.  I thought ‘It’s
meaningless to work at the same place for the rest of my life.’  To leave the
company seemed to be letting my life flow as it is.
Purva’s quick decision to quit the job must have been influenced by his various
experiences in Poona.  He was also socialized into the Rajneesh lifestyle, interacting
with other members.  Rajneesh urged his disciples to live joyously here and now,
without worrying about the future.  Once the members accepted his worldview,
working at the same place all their lives seemed meaningless to them.  To enjoy his life
now, quitting his full-time job was this informant’s decision to “let my life flow as it is.”
Like this informant, the disciples of Rajneesh tended to quit their former occupations,
searching for a lifestyle that emphasizes self-transformation.  In this process, they also
focused on their inner reality, intuition, and the meditative state of mind.  Thus, the
informants’ main perspective in this stage is almost the opposite of the dominant,
“modern” perspective.
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The Rediscovery of Tradition—Beginning Several Years After Initiation
Finally, I will examine informants’ values beginning several years after initiation.
The members’ fluctuating lifestyles did not last for a long time.  One informant who
quit her career as a musician after initiation began to perform again four years later.
Another informant, who closed her acupuncture clinic one year after initiation reopened
the place seven years later.  Like these informants, almost all of my informants finally
began to establish stable lifestyles, recognizing the importance of keeping a balance
between their social and spiritual lives.  They tended to return to the occupation they
had before initiation or to find full-time jobs in which they could take advantage of
their skills.  Thus, members’ lives several years after initiation can be characterized as
the stability period.
As their life styles became stable, informants’ value shifted accordingly.  In this
period, they began to relativize their own identities and to shift their values regarding
the society from distrust to reevaluation.  The informants reevaluated positively the
society toward which they formerly had taken negative attitudes.  Therefore, they
began not to make clear distinctions between the members and non-members, or to
look down on non-members of Rajneesh.
For many members, the reevaluation of society and its people is also related closely
to appreciation of the Japanese religious tradition.  Before initiation, almost none of the
informants were interested in such tradition.  Several years after initiation, however,
some informants started to reevaluate the Japanese religious tradition, particularly Zen
Buddhism and ancient Shinto.  Amaresh (male, initiated at 25 in 1985), an informant,
discussed his reevaluation.
I guess a lot of people in Japan have an essence of Buddha without knowing Osho.
Buddhism is deeply rooted in people’s hearts.  Osho’s approach to the truth may be
contemporary, but so many great masters already existed in Japan.  There are so
many wonderful people in this country who do not become disciples of Rajneesh.
When this informant was initiated in 1985, he did not like the Japanese tradition or
the people in general.  To escape the Japanese way of living, Amaresh went to the
United States and stayed there for one year.  As time passed, however, he began to
appreciate Japan again.  This gradual change in his perspective can be understood as
the shift from doubt to reevaluation of the society.
Many informants in this stage talked about the similar appreciation of the Japanese
tradition.  This tendency can be called the “rediscovery of tradition.”
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, I analyzed the basic transitions of my informants’ values before and
after initiation.  As they moved from one stage to another, the members’ general
perspective was transformed significantly.  My informants were consistently interested
in self-transformation.  Even though they have kept this theme throughout their lives,
they demonstrate a distinct lifestyle in each stage and change the pattern of their lives
on the basis of their various experiences.
Rajneesh members’ value changes immediately after initiation, or the shift from the
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modern to the new spirituality perspective, can be understood as part of a larger context
in modernized societies.  According to Bellah, the major cause of the counterculture
and of the successive spiritual movements exemplified by Eastern religious groups in
the United States since the late 1960s was “the inability of utilitarian individualism to
provide a meaningful pattern of personal and social existence.” 4) He further claimed
that “the increasing dominance of utilitarian individualism was expressed not only in
the corruption of religion but also in the rising prestige of science, technology, and
bureaucratic organization.” 5) Although a significant goal of utilitarian individualism is
to maximize the individual’s interest, the rationalization of the means of achieving
individual interests and the endless accumulation of wealth and power do not enhance
the quality and meaning of life.
Japanese society seems to be experiencing social conditions that are similar to those
of Western industrial societies.  Although utilitarian individualism may not be deeply
rooted in the Japanese cultural tradition, “the rising prestige of science, technology,
and bureaucratic organization” is also predominant in contemporary Japanese society.
Through the domination of such social institutions, the values and norms related to the
maximization of individuals’ interests and the endless accumulation of wealth and
power have been emphasized in every sphere of daily life.  Many Japanese people are
frustrated by such social situations.  This frustration triggers their attraction to and
development of a religious consciousness similar to that in the West.  Rajneesh members’
value shift from the “modern” to the “new spirituality” perspective can clearly be
grasped in this context.  However, how can we understand their value shifts from the
“new spirituality” to the rediscovery of Japanese tradition?  As we have seen, disciples
tended to gain a deep appreciation of Japanese cultural traditions beginning several
years after initiation.  In a sense, it is interpreted as advocating a nationalistic orientation.
Is this a peculiar tendency of Japanese disciples?  Or can the same process be observed
among Western members of Rajneesh?  These questions should be dealt with in future
studies.
It would be too simple to assume that the conversion and commitment processes of
Japanese members of Rajneesh are the same as those in Western members, as
modernization theorists and their offshoots might argue.  It would also be too simple to
declare that Japanese members’ values are neatly “Japanized,” as culturalists might
believe.  In studying conversion processes, it is essential to explore empirically the
extent to which the Japanese disciples share a new religious consciousness with those
in Western industrial societies but retain their own religious cultural orientation.  A
comparative study of Rajneesh members’ spiritual seeking in different societies would
shed light on these issues.
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